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Kalaripayattu and Kathakali manoeuvers

Absence and over-presence

Among this chaos of ideas, emotions and
states of being, there is one thing which is
constantly ringing: the body, its absence or
its over presence.

There is a loss of the
body. It has become
light, without density.
But it is not the floating
body of weightlessness,
or buoyancy, that
expands beyond its
limits to the entire
environment, providing
new perceptions. It is
the computer screen
truncated body-image
with its ‘mise en abyme’,
narcissistic reflection
and loss of wholeness.

It made me think again about telepresence
and the possibilities of surrogate bodies, of a
dancing weightless, study and fearless body
exploring the world and sending feedback, or
becoming a Martian rover driver.

To your surprise, once you arrive at the
market, you find everything looks normal.
Many are not wearing masks and even if
they are, it hangs under their nose. Social
distancing starts to feel like a joke even when
the corona cases rise exponentially in Mumbai.
I have to conjure up master manoeuvres to
steer through the market.

Lou Sheppard
Interconneced ecologies

To prevent touching others I invoke my naturally
inherited mix of Kalaripayattu (a martial art
form) and Kathakali (a classical dance form) from
God’s Own Country (Kerala), my home state.

I find myself thinking
a lot about ecology and
how the virus requires
us to understand how
interdependent we
are.
The etymology of pandemic is all-people. All
people affected, of course, though in vastly
different ways, but also all people needing to
be considered as we think about solutions. A
response to this will not come from privileging
our individual desires but from understanding
ourselves as an interconnected species/and
part of an interconnected ecology.

Kalaripayattu is a martial art and fighting style
held in high regard for its long-standing history.
It is believed to be the oldest surviving martial
art in India. Kathakali comprises of ‘story play’, a
genre of art distinguished by elaborate colourful
make-up, costumes and face masks that actordancers wear.
My regular shop keepers start shouting in unison
to attract my attention. The oxygen deprivation
due to the mask makes me more forgetful.
Navigating the market in Corona times is an
indescribable madness.
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Feeling still in the middle of the storm, it is
not yet the time to step back for reflection but
to keep on navigating through the whirlpool
as safely and sanely as possible. It is only
when it is over that I shall be able to digest
and understand what it has changed in and
for me.

Simultaneously, on the streets and in shops,
the body has become cumbersome, trying
to stay at a distance to other bodies. This
has generated a new urban choreography of
bodies stepping sideways or turning back to
back to pass each other.

I get home after an hour long “Mission
Impossible”, with the fear that I might not
only be carrying home supplies, but also a few
million viruses.
The post-return procedures – unloading the
groceries, glove disposal, hand sanitisation is
as tedious as the pre-outing choreography.
Immediately I dive into a hot frothy bath
without even looking or talking to the wideeyed family members who seem to be
enjoying this mono-theatrical act. The shower
scene feels very much like the climax shot
from a hyper-action Telugu film where just
one guy combats hundreds of enemies and
emerges victorious! After this epic journey, I
take that well deserved nap that we all feel I
have earned!

Immediately, I thought about birds, and
flocking behaviour, and how birds are able to fly
in formation by being aware of the seven birds
around them. And how this becomes a metaphor
for social distancing and interconnection.
This led me to create the piece titled
“Murmurations”, a score for social distancing
which is a dance score that holds seven dancers
in a series of movements never coming within
2 metres of each other.

City As A Spaceship
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Murmurations a score for social distancing by Lou Sheppard

At the time of writing, parks, gardens, but
also bars, cafes, restaurants, and cinemas,
theatres, concert halls, museums are still
closed with no date for reopening. I am
allowed to travel only 100 kilometre away
from my home. I cannot go and visit my
family for instance.

In Corona times even a weekly outing to get
essential groceries, vegetables and supplies
is something I shall never forget even if
“lockdown 5.0” relaxes all its rules. Once
you are out of your apartment, a round of
Corona choreography follows. Familiar benign
surfaces and objects are starting to feel alien
and contaminated.

Sarah-Jane Pell
I have worked in [outer] space analogue
environments under mission simulation
conditions e.g. at high altitude, in the desert
or in a confined [outer] space habitat with a
small crew locked in as if we are on a space
station with no access to the outside world.
So, I have been through the process of
simulating, enacting, enabling and training in
environments where there is due consideration
given to contamination protocols -- where you
as a crew are vulnerable to the environmental
changes, and where you as a crew are tasked
with a mission and a workload. Your work
life is the life that you undertake out in the
[hazardous] environment, and your home
base is where you come back to as a crew, to
rest, recuperate, process, look over work –
that is your zone of safety.

Now, I have spirulina and algae in a
powder form, but fresh is always better.
So, I have started growing microgreens
that can create a small crop for me in
roughly three days. I can rotate those
crops really quickly, particularly with the
UV light, so I have continuous access to
fresh produce. I am only one person so it
is really manageable.

Miranda Marcus

I don’t especially miss people, and find
working with people at skype-length quite
productive. It also makes actual meetings
very meaningful and visceral. What I do find
discombobulating is living on the 3rd floor
of an apartment block and not the ground
beneath my feet. It is that isolation from the
ground that is the most difficult part of this
lockdown.
I live in an extremely rural environment
normally. I am not there currently but in
Ahmedabad (India) in the heart of a city. This
has always made me uncomfortable beyond
a certain period mainly because the noise of
traffic over-rides everything else.

Daily dose of wonder
I am lucky enough to find being at home
mundane. At first I felt myself veering
between gratitude, frustration and abstract
grief. But as the time passes, the initial
feelings of claustrophobia have been replaced
by a growing sense of cushioning.

Not anxious about missing the bus
When the lockdown began, I remember
heaving a huge sigh of relief. In March,
I was spread thin between house duties,
studio work, mentoring a diploma student
and managing the school routine for my
daughter.

That space is what we think of as
an airlock, a chamber between the
hazardous [external] environment and
the protective, regenerative sanctuary
of home. It is that space between
[the airlock] that is critical. If you
manage the space between [those two
environments] well, then you are going
to survive.

I have also set up a mini-greenhouse. I have
started growing my own microgreens and
preparing for a shortage. I have a stockpile
of long shelf life food which many Australians
implement during bushfire seasons or
droughts anyways. To supplement that, I
need to find a way to build up fresh protein
and grains.

I enjoy solitude.

Samira Gupta

There is always a space between those two
which reminds me very much of where we
are as a global community today.

So, this space between in my own home [in
Melbourne] consists of things that I have used
in mission simulations. I have set up my own
airlock, my own decontamination zone. I set
up a UV light [chamber] that decontaminates.
When I return home, I put my protective gear
[my mask, my gloves, my glasses] and pop
them under the UV light to decontaminate.
The area beside my backdoor goes straight
onto the laundry. Under the UV light, I take
off all of my clothes and put them straight
into the wash.

Unlocking mysteries of life and living

The experience of moving through physical
distances is replaced with a sense of distance
from the rest of the world. This is made
brutally clear when you actually see someone
you love in an unmediated manner, even from
a physical distance.

The first thing that struck me was that I
had no instructions to give, no plans to
make and time to stand still. While my
friends grappled with creating a system of
working from home, increasing boredom
and the pressure to be productive, I was
learning to slow down, to not continuously
produce, create and do.

Last night despite the heat, the
sound of the wind and the clanking
of vessels, as the neighborhood
finished their dinners and made
ready for the end of the day, made
urban living a little more human.

The lack of variation makes ones
rhythm a pastiche of itself, a daily
cycle of stasis, of holding firm, of
gripping the sides, of purgatorial
maintenance.

As a designer, I have always pushed myself
to learn, create and engage. I now want to
sit, think and converse. The past 6 weeks
have been both beautiful and challenging.
We have had to change our rhythm and
pace, restructure and revise our work load
and appreciate the time we get to spend
with our daughter. In one sense, I am
grateful for this time. It has given me the
opportunity to review my life, question
our social structures and ever increasing
need to engage and produce.

Even the news, our constant and ever
present bridge to the ‘outside world’
seems unchanging. Despite being swept
up in unprecedented times, one can’t help
wondering whether it’s possible to find a daily
dose of wonder to stop time collapsing in on
itself. Those moments of being pierced by
something ‘other’ than what you expected,
other people, other places, other perspectives,
suddenly become precious and vivid.

As a designer, I have always thought
that being productive meant creating
something
tangible.
But being
productive
As a designer,
I have always
thought
that
being productive meant creating somedoesthing
nottangible.
alwaysButmean
to create
being productive
doesfor the
not always mean to create for the outside.
outside.
It also means self-awareness,
It also means self-awareness, self-care,
sitting still
and sometimes
doing nothing
self-care,
sitting
still and
sometimes Clare Arni
at all.
doing nothing at all.
Oodles of time, amplified sensuality
I no longer long for packed work days and
fun filled weekends. I would rather enjoy
the quiet solitude of mornings, the high
engagement afternoons with a 4-year old,
the regular rhythm of a slow-paced life,
cooking with my family (and not just for
them) and Netflix at night. I am neither
ashamed at slowing down nor anxious
that I will somehow miss the bus.

Everything has changed, nothing is the same.
Gone is the insatiable need and desire for the
NEW to be experienced or bought or craved.
There has been nothing available and so the
curse of choice, that ever hungry machine,
was taken away from me and in its stead
I was given TIME. Oodles of it, at first the
days yawned hideously empty in front of me
and hours crawled by . But we are such an
adaptable species. Before long I got adjusted
to the new normal. Then it became a pleasure
to have this TIME, everything could be done
at a leisurely pace and therefore experienced
to its full.

We can live, and not just survive, with a lot less,
even food. Leaning into and really listening to
the silence of the world might attune us more
to the mystery of life and living. Working with
that idea might be the beginning of a new
way of inhabiting the planet.

Carrie Paterson
Qigong, birdsong, an edible garden
I spend much of my time outside of work in
nature.
Each morning I go out to our garden and
practice qigong under a tree listening to the
birds sing. Are there more birds? Or do I
simply hear them better now that the freeway
traffic is reduced?

Either way, there is more bird
song,
and that fills me with
Either way, there is more bird song,
and that fills me with gratitude and joy. It’s a
gratitude
and joy. It’s a powerful
powerful morning ritual that gives me strong
energy for the day.
morning
ritual that gives me
strong energy for the day.

Things we took for granted now had more
meaning. I was allowed to luxuriate in the
staying at home without the feeling of guilt,
what am I doing with my life, my career. The
whole world stood still, not just me so therefore
there was not the burden of decision-making,
or the worry of am I missing out on anything.

Equally, I have a need to grow everything
I can: vegetables, bonsai, fruit trees, and
lotus plants in a new pond drawn up from a
natural aquifer below our house whose water
we previously just allowed to drain into the
sewer. We are going through our garage
and figuring out what we can use for the
gardening venture, how to make the lawn into
a cat-proof vegetable garden, and where to
compost. We’d rather not go to the store.
I’m Face Timing with friends to see what they
are making: one amazingly resourceful friend
dug a clay firing pit in her backyard, lining it
with brick and making sculptures with earth
she’s harvesting from the mountains up the
hill from her house.

It has reminded me about what is important.
A leisurely phone call from an old friend,
finding out how they really are rather than a
cursory hi, bye. Time to think and slow down
so things are not half done in a terrible rush.

And with this the experiences popped and became
more sensual, the fall of setting sunlight on
newly rain washed leaves, the joy of morning
birdsong.
Amit Krishn Gulati
River of woven realities

The progressive lockdowns in India induced
by the global pandemic have got creative
entrepreneurs like myself to quickly retool
ourselves to working remotely. Design is
essentially a collaborative process, a contact
sport. Building deep personal connections
with one’s teams and conversations with
friends and family have become essential to
survival and retaining one’s sanity.

River of Woven Realities by Amit Krishn Gulati

At home, as in outer space

Gauri Raje

Doodling maps of my neighbourhood has been
a passion since childhood, a way to locate
oneself, define landmarks and record memories.
My quarantine map extends the sights and
sounds of my immediate surroundings, the
studio at home, the little garden outside, my
nighttime walking paths, as well as the places
I’ve physically and virtually transported
myself to during the lockdown.
A new rhythm has evolved where day and
night collapse into a continuum of calls cutting
across time zones. Exchanges that continue
late into the night and beyond, till the friendly
neighbourhood peacocks announce that dawn
is now close.

The map features a montage of objects,
creatures,
poetic
meanderings,
aerial
topographies and plans viewed through
binocular frames - a closed-circuit vision from
the mind’s eye. One of the frames is that of my
immediate lived-in and familiar surroundings,
and, the other, an imagined one, reconstructed
from a friend’s narrative - a kind of spooky
action at a distance. My map becomes a
metaphor for time and space twisted by the
imposition of a new and constrained frame of
reference, bringing together far-flung places
that now exist together.
The north Indian rivers, the Ganges and the
Yamuna also feature, binding the physical,
the temporal, and the spiritual with their
fluid, shape-shifting forms, transporting one
through our new, permanently distorted
reality. Our rivers are palimpsests of how our
cities were initially shaped and nurtured by
them till the point that the roles reversed. Now
we torture and constrain their flows to suit
our misguided whims, and ironically, neglect
them and turn our backs to them while still
worshipping them as revered deities.
The tragic and unexpected passing away of a
grandparent during the lockdown transported
me via one river to the other. I experienced at
first hand our deep connection with the flow
of their eternal waters and their confluence
with the circle of our fragile lives, how our
moments of grief can be soothed by their
waters and through the rites of passage of
which they are such an integral part.

